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11956 Amael's DIY
Particle FX Resources MMH 55-5959 Amael 2011-10-24

This is a resource pack for modders containing six "Do It
Yourself" particle effect meshes that can be customised by

graphically editing their textures. The meshes have
multiple uses from static effects to character equipable

items.

11955
Amael's DIY
Particle FX
Previewer

Resources MMH 55-5960 Amael 2011-10-24
This is a utility mod that will allow you to quickly preview
changes made to Amael's DIY Particle FX in TESCS- it is
only intended to be a tool and has no playable elements.

11954
Amael's

Experimental
Particle FX

Resources MMH 55-5961 Amael 2011-10-24
This is a showcase mod that demonstrates some old and
new particle effects- it is only intended to be a reference
tool for modders and has no playable elements other than

a showcase style room.

11953
Amael's DIY

Particle FX Usage
Demo

Resources MMH 55-5962 Amael 2011-10-24

This is a demonstration mod containing example
Morrowind items that use Amael's DIY Particle FX- it is

only intended to be a reference tool for modders and has
no playable elements other than a modified demonstration

version of Seyda Neen.

11952 Amael's Particle
FX V2 Resources MMH 55-5963 Amael 2011-10-24

This is an updated version of Amael's Particle FX and will
add elemental particle effects (fire, ice, earth, water, light,
dark) to your Morrowind character. The effects are purely

visual and have no affect on gameplay what so ever.
Improvements in V2 are minor and include: ,Use of th...

8297 Amael's Particle
FX

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12597 Amael 2008-03-15

NOTE: This file was uploaded here by me, Eisenfaust. This
file was practically an "orphan" in terms of a site to host

it, so I have chosen to share this file with the PES
community who will potentially have use for it.     (Start of

Readme)   *****...


